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Does anyone have scan for divergence between price and
stochastic?

Does anyone have the scan code for divergence between price and stochastic?

stochastics  divergence  scan

Here's a good (great? passable? somewhat readable?) article on the general topic of scanning for divergences:

http://blogs.stockcharts.com/scanning/2009/02/scanning-for-emerging-divergences.html

Here's another one on finding MACD divergences that should be a good start for a Stochastics scan:

http://blogs.stockcharts.com/scanning/2009/03/finding-potential-turn-arounds-with-macd-divergences.html

Here's one. This is a buy divergence. Price makes a short term low while the stochastic for the same short term,

having gone below 20 stays above 20 in spite of the new low (not necessarily a new low close, but a new low low).

Basically, you get this reading when more closes have been closer to the seven day high, which you can sometimes

see as closes above the midpoint - indicating that buyers ultimately controlled the close, which should be bullish.

When you get a new low in this situation, it can be the bears'last(intraday)stand. I would NOT use this in a bear

market, however. You would like to see at least see an intermediate term MA (50 or 65) rising vs. say a month ago. It

can work if the 50 or 65 MA is still falling but flattening out. But I don't know how to test for that. Also, it can be more

likely to work if the MA13 is falling (e.g. less than 3 or 5 days ago). But in strong markets the MA 13 sometimes

doesn't fall.

So, choose your group or favorites list, add tests for MA falling, if you want, and then add

[today's low = min(7,low)] and // new 7 day low [Full Stoch %K (7,3) > 20.0] and // K still above 20 today [min(7, Full

Stoch %K (7,3)) < 20.0] // K has been below twenty in the last 7 days

You can tweak the parameters anyway you want and see what happens. Try other versions of Stoch.You might want

to lengthen the condition for finding a K value under twenty to maybe 10 or 12 days. I've found no matter what you do

you will miss some great trades and capture alot of situations that aren't what you intended. I haven't tried it with this

scan, but sometimes you can just invert a scan for finding short sales in a bear market (high = max 7 and K < 80 and

max(7, K) > 80). Shorting is dangerous of course so maybe a small put position instead just for fun.
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